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Top-list of utility-scale solar constructors
US, India, Spain and Germany dominant as ever
Resurgent home markets, particularly in the US and Spain have buoyed the top EPC contractors,
according to Wiki-Solar’s latest ‘league table’ released today. Swinerton Renewable Energy holds
onto top slot with First Solar heading south at #2 having trimmed its downstream activities.
“If you’re not American, Indian, Spanish or German; you’re finding it hard to get onto the list,” says
Wiki-Solar founder Philip Wolfe, “The only three others in the top 20 are France’s Bouygues,
Norwegian Scatec and Biosar from Greece.” Even in the top 30, the only other interlopers are Eiffage,
Canadian Solar, Metka-Egn and RES Group.
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“This list comes with the usual ‘health warning’”, says Wiki-Solar; “the identity of the constructors of
projects in China is rarely published, but there are many Chinese companies, which would otherwise
be on this list”.
Although most of these names have stayed the same, many positions have changed and there have
been some new entrants. Behind Swinerton, Mahindra had the second highest new capacity since
the end of 2019, thereby climbing to #4 overall. BayWa r.e. comes next, jumping from 20 to #13
overall; followed by Metka-Egn, climbing from 30 to #23. US-based McCarthy Building is also climbing
strongly, with an order book that should enable it to rise further.
Most of the leading operation and maintenance contractors, which Wiki-Solar has recently listed on
its website, are companies in this top constructors table – or associated companies, such as
Swinerton’s subsidiary SOLV Inc. Additionally, Spain’s Grupotec and India’s Vikram appear in the top15 of the O&M contractors’ list.
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This release on the utility-scale solar market is available here:
http://wiki-solar.org/library/public/210413_Top-list_Utility-scale_solar_EPCs.pdf
The top-list, with further details of the role of the EPC contractor is shown on Wiki-Solar’s
website here; and equivalent details for O&M contractors are given here.
Wiki-Solar defines ‘utility-scale solar’ as 4 MWAC and above (≈5MWP for PV; ≈ electricity for
1,500 households in Europe) see: http://wiki-solar.org/data/glossary/utility-scale.html.
‘Solar Photovoltaic Projects in the mainstream power market’ was published in 2012.
Wiki-Solar is the leading authority on utility-scale solar with a database covering over 14,000
utility-scale solar projects, of which about three-quarters are operational. All figures are
based on the AC export rating of operational plants. Projects under development are
excluded until they have been commissioned.
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